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Robert Danes doesn’t claim to
be a mainstream part of the
fashion establishment. He hasn’t
studied fashion formally, nor did
he follow one of this era’s more
famous paths to success in the
industry. He didn’t climb the ranks
of a couture house, develop a
namesake brand, struggle to
raise money, accept a part-time
role as a creative director for an
established brand, get fired, then
burnout when an artist should be
at the peak of creativity.
“I don’t think being a creative director as a side job is
necessarily something that would ever really work well
for me,” Danes says. “That seems to be the path for a
lot of designers who have their own collections and are
struggling mid-career to figure out what to do. That’s not
my deal—and not because I couldn’t work for anyone. It’s
just that I don’t really know the corporate route.”
Not comprehending the corporate way of doing fashion
hasn’t been much of a hindrance for Danes, judging from
his nearly thirty-year career as a mostly solo entrepreneur. The self-taught fashion designer and San Antonio
native came to New York straight from Yale University,
where he had been studying architecture and history. He
had no formal education in fashion, but during his teens,
Danes’ grandmother taught him to sew. With those skills,
he began designing and making menswear. The precision
of making clothes for men was just a warm-up for what
eventually captivated his interest: designing exquisite
gowns for women.
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Danes developed his own language of pattern making,
bypassed the exhausting, seasonal grind of designing
full collections four times a year, and eventually carved
a niche for his formal wear with retail heavyweights such
as Bergdorf Goodman and exclusive bricks-and-mortar
boutiques. Even during economic recessions, Danes’ wellhoned relationships with retail salespeople and buyers
who work in stores—and a distinct aesthetic that appeals
to certain high-end fashion consumers—have kept the
luxury brand going.
“The best stores are the ones where a buyer can come
look at the collections and say, ‘That’s for Mrs. So-andSo,’ or, ‘Jane would really love that one. Let’s get that in
her size,’” Danes says. “They know who their people are,
and they buy for them.”
Although the brand has been distributed mostly on the
east coast, one of its best stores is in St. Louis, a signal
that it could succeed in similarly-sized markets across the
country. “It’s not a huge market, but I’m always interested in finding a good store that services their customers,
knows their people and what they want.”
After the 2008 recession, some boutiques pushed for
reduced prices on stock and special-order gowns, which
can cost up to five figures. Danes responded with another
contrarian approach: he raised prices. “I don’t know how
to do fast. I don’t know how to do volume. I don’t know how
to do it cheaply,” he says. “I lost most of those stores, but
I’m still here.”
If you’re wondering why a gown costs so much, consider
this: Danes invests up to $15,000 to create a new design
with a European level of design and craftsmanship. Unlike
the biggest names in fashion, he can’t afford to produce
200 pieces and hope that twenty or thirty are winners.
Nine out of ten dresses must be sold.
It isn’t cheap tending to the details of a dress’s construction from the inside out or to purchase the luxurious
European fabrics in a Danes gown, which are precisely
what attracts some buyers to the brand. A French chiffon and one from China may appear comparable from a
distance, but there are worlds of difference between the
two, according to Danes.
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“Almost all the collections around me in any given place
use less expensive fabrics,” he says. “Dior and Givenchy
are not using inexpensive fabrics and construction techniques. The collections are really, really beautiful. Not
everyone gets that difference, but I do, and it’s always
been my model.” A prolific designer, Danes usually turns
out a new design every week.
His work isn’t meant to make grand political or cultural
statements; Danes just wants to make beautiful, feminine
clothes that are comfortable to wear and make women
feel pretty. He has learned how to do that very well. “For
whatever reason, what I’m doing seems to fill a niche that
no one else is doing and a lot of people gravitate to,” he
says. “It’s simple. It’s clean, and it fits.”
Focusing on formal gowns—even those made to couture
standards—comes at a professional price. Fashion elitists
tend to look down their noses at designers who don’t
create full collections, calling them “dressmakers.” Danes
is unfazed by the disdain. “Maybe I am a dressmaker, but
that’s where I do my best work.”
Founded in 1990 with his former wife and business partner,
Rachel Hall Danes, the label’s approach to the market has
changed over time. The couple started with a full collection
of day, evening, and bridal womenswear before narrowing
their lens to the high-end, limited-edition gowns that are
Danes’ sweet spot. In 2017, the designer bought his former
wife’s share of the business and took the reins.

“I’m focused on making and
designing clothes and getting
them on women, so I wasn’t
thinking about it [branding],”
he says. “We make some really
beautiful clothes. The quality is
really amazing, and we fit all kinds
of bodies and shapes for women
of all ages. Not many people
can do what we do at the level
we do it. I’m proud of that.”
Danes felt the brand’s visual and collateral footprint didn’t
reflect the same quality. “We had the opportunity to work
with people who are really professional, who had great
ideas and vision, and we kind of fell in love with them,”
Danes says of the Young & Laramore team.
New branding has been an important factor in reaching out
to younger customers, but the label’s success ultimately
depends on how well the clothes fit, how pretty they are,
and how a woman feels when she wears them. Women
may get a taste for the brand through online images, but
the buying experience will always be in a high-touch, retail
environment.
“The main way we’ve grown awareness in our business
is one good gown at a time,” he says. “People see a woman wearing it, and she spreads the word. That’s how it’s
working now. It’s the kind of growth we can handle.” ✂

The transition opened the door to reimagine parts of the
business, including its brand messaging. One of Danes’
trusted advisors, Brendan Cannon, suggested that he
meet with Indianapolis-based Young & Laramore to discuss elevating the brand’s social media profile and online
presence. They struck a deal that led to the label’s recent
relaunch.
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